Introduction to
Motion Planning
Instructor: Chris Mavrogiannis
TAs: Kay Ke, Gilwoo Lee, Matt Schmittle
*Slides based on or adapted from Sanjiban Choudhury, Steve Lavalle
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A prospective grad student:
“Is planning just A*?”
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Challenge: Flying from Seattle to Pittsburgh?
(from Leslie Kaebling)
Piece 1: How do I get out of this classroom?

Piece 2: Even if we have an in-depth plan get to our terminal,
and some idea how to check-in and board plane,
do you
bother to plan your path through Pittsburgh terminal?

Piece 3: What if you wanted a rental car?
That’s something you have to plan in advance right?
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Motion Planning
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Today’s objective
1. Broad scope and challenges in motion planning

2. Formalize motion planning

3. Hardness of planning, extensions to diﬀerential constraints
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Games

MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS
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e 1.1: The Rubik’s cube (a), sliding-tile puzzle (b), and other related pu
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Games
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Recipe for discrete planning in Games

plied, transforms the initial state xI to some state in XG . The model is summarized
as:
Formulation 2.1 (Discrete Feasible Planning)

1. A nonempty state space X, which is a finite or countably infinite set of states.
2. For each state x ∈ X, a finite action space U (x).
3. A state transition function f that produces a state f (x, u) ∈ X for every
x ∈ X and u ∈ U (x). The state transition equation is derived from f as
x′ = f (x, u).
4. An initial state xI ∈ X.
5. A goal set XG ⊂ X.
It is often convenient to express Formulation 2.1 as a directed state transition
graph. The set of vertices is the state space X. A directed edge from x ∈ X to
x′ ∈ X exists in the graph if and only if there exists an action u ∈ U (x) such that
x′ = f (x, u). The initial state and goal set are designated as special vertices in
the graph, which completes the representation of Formulation 2.1 in graph form.
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From Games to Robotics
Discrete state space no recipe for going to continuous state action space

Easy to simulate moves no expensive physics / geometric computation

Rules of game already known no notion of model uncertainty
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The Piano Mover’s Problem

[Schwartz and Sharir, ’83]
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1990s!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UBAGTsnzAbk

(Bruce Donald)
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Volvo

Figure 1.4: An application of motion planning to the sealing process in automotive
Cars
plant in Sweden (courtesy of Volvo Cars and FCC)
manufacturing. Planning software developed by the Fraunhofer Chalmers Centre
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High-dimensional planning
1.2. MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS

(a)
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(b)

(Lau and
2005) for a
Honda H7
computed
by a Kuﬀner,
planning algorithm,
Figure
1.9: (a)actor
This is a picture of the H7 humanoid robot and one of its developers,
tor [498]. In the lower left,
a digital
S. Kagami.
It was developed in the JSK(Kuﬀner,
Laboratory at2003)
the University of Tokyo.
. In the lower right, a planning
algorithm
(b) Bringing virtual reality and physical reality together. A planning algorithm
actors moving across terrain with obstacles

computes stable motions for a humanoid to grab an obstructed object on the floor
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Real-time planning

Willow garage, 2009
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qbQDJ1c_Nxk&feature=youtu.be
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Real-time planning

Stanford DARPA Challenge, 2007
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXZt-B7iUyw&feature=youtu.be
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Real time helicopter planning
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Generality of planning algorithms
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Challenges that we will focus on

1. Search in continuous space such that a
feasible path exists? optimal path?

2. Solve this problems in real-time
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Planning ingredients
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Conﬁguration Space
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Figure 5.1: A robot translating in
angular robot moves in a workspa
angular obstacle. (b) The C-space

The Conﬁguration Space

(a) Translating Triangle

(b) 2-joint planar arm

Figure 5.2: A two-joint planar arm
and there are no joint limits. (b) T

surfaces. Let the closed set A(q)
of points occupied by the robot w
q ∈ C; this set is usually modeled u
tives as used for O. The C-space o
defined as

(c) Racecar

(d) Manipulator
Cobs = {q ∈ C | A(q) ∩
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The Conﬁguration Space
The conﬁguration space or C-space is the manifold that
contains the set of transformations achievable by the robot.

Conﬁguration

q 2C

Complete speciﬁcation of the
location of every point on robot geometry
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infinity. This means that we can choose a point in (0, 1) within any small, positive
distance from 0 or 1, but we cannot pick one exactly on the boundary of the
interval. For a closed interval, such as [0, 1], the boundary points are included.
The notion of an open set lies at the heart of topology. The open set definition
that will appear here is a substantial generalization of the concept of an open
interval. The concept
applies to a very
general
of subsets
The conﬁguration
space
is acollection
topological
spaceof some larger
space. It is general enough to easily include any kind of configuration space that
may be encountered in planning.
A set X is called a topological space if there is a collection of subsets of X called
open sets for which the following axioms hold:

The Conﬁguration Space

1. The union of any number of open sets is an open set.
2. The intersection of a finite number of open sets is an open set.
3. Both X and ∅ are open sets.
Note that in the first axiom, the union of an infinite number of open sets may be
taken,
and theMost
resultgeneral
must remain
an of
open
set. that
Intersecting
number
Intuition:
notion
space
allows an
forinfinite
deﬁnition
of of
open sets, however,
does not connectedness
necessarily lead to
an convergence
open set.
continuity,
and
For the special case of X = R, the open sets include open intervals, as expected. Many sets that are not intervals are open sets because taking unions and
intersections of open intervals yields other open sets. For example, the set
(Planning Algorithms, Ch 4.1.1)
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4.1.2

Manifolds

The Conﬁguration Space

In motion planning, eﬀorts are made to ensure that the resulting configuration
space has nice properties that reflect the true structure of the space of transformations. One important kind of topological space, which is general enough to include
most of the configuration spaces considered in Part II, is called a manifold. IntuThe
a manifold
itively, a manifold
can conﬁguration
be considered as aspace
“nice”istopological
space that behaves at
every point like our intuitive notion of a surface.
Manifold definition A topological space M ⊆ Rm is a manifold4 if for every
x ∈ M , an open set O ⊂ M exists such that: 1) x ∈ O, 2) O is homeomorphic to
Rn , and 3) n is fixed for all x ∈ M . The fixed n is referred to as the dimension
of the manifold, M . The second condition is the most important. It states that
in the vicinity of any point, x ∈ M , the space behaves just like it would in the
vicinity of any point y ∈ Rn ; intuitively, the set of directions that one can move
appears the same in either case. Several simple examples that may or may not be
manifolds are shown in Figure 4.4.
One natural consequence of the definitions is that m ≥ n. According to Whitney’s embedding theorem [449], m ≤ 2n+1. In other words, R2n+1 is “big enough”
5
Intuition:
is amanifold.
nice topological
that
behaves
to hold anyManifold
n-dimensional
Technically,space
it is said
thatlocally
the n-dimensional
manifold M is embedded in Rm , like
whichameans
that an injective mapping exists from
surface
M to Rm (if it is not injective, then the topology of M could change).
As it stands, it is impossible for a manifold to include its boundary points
(Planning
Algorithms,
Chcan
4.1.2)
because they are not contained in open sets. A manifold
with
boundary
be
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Example 1: Translating triangle

R⇥R=R

2

(cartesian product)
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X × Y , defines a new topological space as follows. Every
ngular
(b)X The
C-space
obstacle.
enerates aobstacle.
point (x, y) in
× Y . Each
open set
in X × Y
the Cartesian product of one open set from X and one from
n set exists in X × Y for every pair of open sets that can be
e from X and one from Y . Furthermore, these new open sets
or forming the remaining open sets of X × Y by allowing any
ersections of them.
2
le of a Cartesian
product
is
R
×
R,
which
is
equivalent
to
R
.plane: (a) a tr
Figure
5.1:
A
robot
translating
in
the
valent to R × Rn−1 . The Cartesian product can be taken over
angular
robot
moves
in
n a workspace with a single rec
. For example, R × R × · · · × R = R . In the coming text,
obstacle.
(b) The
C-space obstacle.
nifolds will angular
be constructed
via Cartesian
products.

Example 2: 2-joint planar arm

e set R of reals is the most obvious example of a 1D manifold
looks like (via homeomorphism) R in the vicinity of every
n be restricted to the unit interval to yield the manifold (0, 1)
igure
5.2:
A
two-joint
planar
arm:
(a)
links
are
meomorphic (recall Example 4.5).
nd
joint limits.
(b)is aThe
ifold,there
which isare
not no
homeomorphic
to (0, 1),
circle,C-space.
S1 . In
nd let
Circle

1

1

S ⇥S =T

1

2

2

2

2

pinned

S = {(x,Let
y) ∈ R
+ y = 1}.
urfaces.
the| x closed
set A(q) ⊂ W (4.5)
denote the set
fikepoints
occupied
thethat
robot
when at
configuration
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a topologist,
it shouldby
appear
this particular
circle

Example 3: Racecar

2

R ⇥S
special euclidean group

1

SE(2)
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Guess the C-space

R 5. MOTION PLANNING

BY LYDIA E. KAVRAKI AND STEVEN M

Type of Robot
Mobile robot translating in the plane
Mobile robot translating and rotating in the plane
Rigid body translating in the three-space
A spacecraft
An n-joint revolute arm
A planar mobile robot with an attached n-joint arm

C-space Representation
R2
SE(2) or R2 × S 1
R3
SE(3) or R3 × SO(3)
Tn
SE(2) × T n

Table 5.1: Some common robots and their C-spaces

od selects candidate vertices to connect
ation given a distance-defined neighborly, the rapidly-exploring dense trees exe from the nearest node of the tree to
ed configuration. Usually, a metric, ρ :
defined, which satisfies the standard ax-

called Haar measure. Defining volumes
the metric definitions (5.13) and (5.14) a
this concern.

(Kavraki
LaValle) Sam
Probabilistic
vs. and
Deterministic
31

Obstacles
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Obstacle speciﬁcation
2

3

W
=
R
or
R
Figure 5.2: A two-joint planar arm: (a) link

Robot operates in a 2D / 3D workspace

and there are no joint limits. (b) The C-sp

Subset of this space is obstacles

semi-algebraic
models (polygons,
surfaces.
Let thepolyhedra)
closed set

O⇢W

A(q) ⊂ W de
of points occupied by the robot when at
q ∈shape
C; this
set
is usually modeled using the
Geometric
of the
robot
A(q)
⇢
W
(set of points occupied
robotfor
at aO.
conﬁg)
tives asbyused
The C-space obstacle re
defined as
C-space obstacle region

Cobs = {q ∈ C | A(q) ∩ O ̸
= ∅}.

Cf ree = C \ Cobs
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Example 1: Point in Plane

Cobs

qgoal

Cobs

qinit

*Inpired by Matt Mason’s Mechanics of Robotics Manipulation
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Example 2: Round Robot in Plane

Cobs

qgoal
qinit

*Inpired by Matt Mason’s Mechanics of Robotics Manipulation
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Example 3: Translating triangle
2

CHAPTER 5. MOTION PLANNING

A(q)

BY LYD

Cobs

O⇢W

Figure 5.1: A robot translating in the plane: (a) a triangular Can
robot
moves in
a workspace
with asum
single rectbe eﬃciently
computed
using Minkowski
36
angular obstacle. (b) The C-space obstacle.

Example 4: SE(2) robot
A(q) ⇢ W
O⇢W
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Example 4: SE(2) robot

(Courtesy Matt Klingensmith)
https://www.gamasutra.com/blogs/MattKlingensmith/20130907/199787/Overview_of_Motion_Planning.php
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Example 5: 2-link planar arm

Courtesy Tapomayukh Bhattacharya
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Example 3: 2-link planar arm

Courtesy Tapomayukh Bhattacharya
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Geometric Path Planning Problem

41

then the additional translation parameters must also be
considered in the arm’s configuration:

Geometric Path Planning Problem
C = R2 × S1 × S1 × · · · × S1

Figure 5.2: A two-joint planar arm: (a) links are pinned
and there are no joint limits. (b) The C-space.

(5.3)

Additional examples of C-spaces are provided in Section 5.6.1, where topological properties of configuration
spaces are discussed.

Also known as
PianoGeometric
Mover’s Path
Problem
(Reif
79)
5.1.2
Planning
Problem

surfaces. Let the closed set A(q) ⊂ W denote the set
The basic motion planning problem, also known as the
of points occupied by the robot when at configuration
Piano Mover’s problem [84], is defined as follows.
q ∈ C; this set is usually modeled using the same primiGiven:
tives as used for O. The C-space obstacle region, Cobs , is
1. A workspace W, where either W = R2 or W = R3 .
defined as
2. An obstacle region O ⊂ W.
Cobs = {q ∈ C | A(q) ∩ O ̸
= ∅}.
(5.1)
3. A robot defined in W. Either a rigid body A or a
collection of m links: A1 , A2 , . . . , Am .
Since O and A(q) are closed sets in W, the obstacle
region is a closed set in C. The set of configurations that
avoid collision is Cf ree = C \ Cobs , and is called the free
space.
Simple examples of C-spaces
Translating Planar Rigid Bodies: The robot’s
configuration can be specified by a reference point (x, y)
on the planar rigid body relative to some fixed coordinate frame. Therefore the C-space is equivalent to R2 .
Figure 5.1 gives an example of a C-space for a triangular
robot and a single polygonal obstacle. The obstacle
in the C-space can be traced by sliding the robot
around the workspace obstacle to find the constraints

4. The configuration space C (Cobs and Cf ree are then
defined).

5. An initial configuration qI ∈ Cf ree .

6. A goal configuration qG ∈ Cf ree . The initial and
goal configuration are often called a query (qI , qG ).
Compute a (continuous) path, τ : [0, 1] → Cf ree , such
that τ (0) = qI and τ (1) = qG .

5.1.3
Complexity
Planning
Also may
want of
toMotion
minimize
cost

c(⌧ )

The main complications in motion planning are that it is
not easy to directly compute Cobs and Cf ree and the dimensionality of the C-space is often quite high. In terms
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qI

Can we solve this for some problems?
qG

Figure 6.12: To solve a query, qI and qG are connected to all vis
263
vertices,
and graph search is performed.

LYGONAL OBSTACLE REGIONS
qI

qI

qG

qG

12: To solve a query, qI and qG are connected to all visible roadmap
Figure 6.13: The shortest path in the extended roadmap is the
and graph search is performed.
between qI and qG .

qI

Yes! E.g. 2D polygon robotswhich
/ takes
obstacles
only O(n lg can
n) time.be
The solved
idea is to perform a radial sw
reflex vertex, v. A ray is started at θ = 0, and events occur when th
with visibility
vertices.graphs
A set of bitangents through v can be computed in this wa
2

time. Since there are O(n) reflex vertices, the total running time is O
Chapter 15 of [264] for more details. There exists an algorithm that
43

So, are we done?
No! Planning is hard

44

Hardness of motion planning
300

S. M. LaValle: Planning
Piano Mover’s problem is PSPACE-hard
(Reif etAlgorithms
al.)

P

6.5. COMPLEXITY OF MOTION PLANNING

NP

PSPACE

EXPTIME

301

Figure 6.40: It is known that P ⊂ EXPTIME is a strict subset; however, it is not
known precisely how large NP and PSPACE are.

Certain 3D robot planning
under uncertainty is
called X-hard if every language B in class X is
NEXPTIME-hard!
In short, this means
that in polynomial time,

or EXPTIME. A language A is
polynomial-time reducible to A.
any language in B can be translated into instances for language A, and then the
decisions for A can be correctly translated back in polynomial time to correctly
Figure 6.41: Even motion planning for a bunch of translating rectangles inside of
planning
for
translating
B. Thus,
A
can be decided, then within a polynomial-time
(Canny et al.factor,
87) every
aEven
rectangulardecide
box
in R is PSPACE-hard
(and if
hence,
NP-hard).
language in X can be decided. The hardness concept can even be applied to
rectangles
isof translating,
PSPACE-hard!
problem
involves a finite number
axis-aligned rectangles in a recta
language
(problem)
that
doesis anot belong to the class. For example, we can
angular world. It was shown in [461] to be PSPACE-hard.
This example
2

(Hopcroft et al. 84)

beautiful illustration of how such a deceptively simple problem formulation can
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Why is it hard?
1. Computing the C-space obstacle is hard

2. Planning in continuous high-dimension space is hard

Exponential dependency on dimension
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Research in Motion Planning:
Tractable approximations with
provable guarantees
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Diﬀerential constraints
In geometric path planning, we were only dealing with C-space

q2C
We now introduce diﬀerential constraints



800



q̇
q
= f(
, u)
q̈
q
(a)

Figure C-space
14.4: (a) The time-limite
Let the state space x be the following augmented
right; (b) this is not the time-lim

x = (q, q̇)

ẋ = f (x, u)

states due to nature were spec
setting, possible future states a
48

Motion planning under diﬀerential constraints
1. Given world, obstacles, C-space, robot geometry (same)
2. Introduce state space X. Compute free and obstacle state space.
3. Given an action space

U

4. Given a state transition equations ẋ = f (x, u)
5. Given initial and ﬁnal state, cost function
J(x(t), u(t)) =

Z

c(x(t), u(t))dt

6. Compute action trajectory that satisﬁes boundary conditions,
stays in free state space and minimizes cost.
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Diﬀerential constraints make things even harder
1.2. MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS

(a)

15

(b)

These
are examples
offrom
non-holonomic
systemsfor driver testFigure 1.11: Some
parking
illustrations
government manuals
ing: (a) parking a car (from the 2005 Missouri Driver Guide); (b) parking a tractor
the
system by
is trapped
in someDivision
sub-manifold
the conﬁg
space
trailer
(published
the Pennsylvania
of MotorofVehicles).
Both
humans
and planning algorithms can solve these problems.
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Diﬀerential constraints make things even harder

Emergency landing where
UAV can only turn left
“Left-turning-car”
These are examples of non-holonomic system
the system is trapped in some sub-manifold of the conﬁg space
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Figure 5.11: The region of inevitable collision grows
quadratically with the speed.

Regions of inevitable collision

x = (q, q̇). Both implicit and parametric representations are possible, yielding gi (x, ẋ) = 0 and ẋ = f (x, u),
respectively. The latter is a common control system definition.
Note that
= (q̇, q̈),
whichmph
implies that acConsider
a carẋ going
at 100
celeration constraints and full system dynamics can be
towards a wall 10 m ahead
expressed.
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Planning in the state space X could lead to a straightforward definition of Xobs by declaring x ∈ Xobs if and
only if q ∈ Cobs for x = (q, q̇). However, another interesting possibility exists which provides some intuition
about the diﬃculty of planning with dynamics. This
possibility is based on the notion of a region of inevitable
collision, which is defined as:
(a)

S. M. LaValle: Plannin

Xobs

Wrong!

(b)

Figure 14.4: (a) The time-limited reachable set for the Dubins car
Xric = {x(0) ∈ X | for any ũ ∈
U , ∃t > 0
right;∞(b) this is not the
time-limited reachable set for the Reeds-She
(5.4)
such that x(t) ∈ Xobs },

in which x(t) is the state at time tstates
obtained
integratdue toby
nature
were specified in the forward projection. In
ing the control function ũ : T → U
frompossible
x(0). future
The set
setting,
states are determined by the unspecified ac
robot.control
Rather than
looking k stages ahead, the time-limited reachable
U∞ is a predefined set of all possible
functions.
duration t into the future. In the present context there is essentially
52

Research in Motion Planning:
Tractable approximations with
provable guarantees
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